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Context-based adaptive variable length coding (CAVLC) and context-based adaptive
binary arithmetic coding (CABAC) are entropy coding methods employed in the H.264/
AVC standard. Since these entropy coders are originally designed for encoding residual
data, which are zigzag scanned and quantized transform coefﬁcients, they cannot
provide adequate coding performance for lossless video coding where residual data are
not quantized transform coefﬁcients, but the differential pixel values between the
original and predicted pixel values. Therefore, considering the statistical characteristics
of residual data in lossless video coding, we newly design each entropy coding method
based on the conventional entropy coders in H.264/AVC. From the experimental result,
we have veriﬁed that the proposed method provides not only positive bit-saving of 8%
but also reduced computational complexity compared to the current H.264/AVC lossless
coding mode.
& 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
H.264/AVC improves coding performance over previous video coding standards, such as MPEG-2, H.263, and
MPEG-4 part 2, by applying more sophisticated coding
techniques, such as intra prediction, variable block size
motion estimation, rate-distortion optimized mode decision, and entropy coding [1–4].
In order to provide improved functionality for high
ﬁdelity video coding including lossless video coding, Joint
Video Team (JVT) developed extensions to the original
H.264/AVC standard known as the Fidelity Range Extensions (FRExt) [5,6]. When developing the FRExt amendment, it was decided that a more effective means of
lossless coding was desirable for the most demanding
applications. Therefore, the FRExt included a transformbypass [7] lossless mode that employs prediction and
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entropy coding, which were not previously used in the
pulse-code modulation (PCM) macroblock mode.
In the meantime, a new intra prediction method called
sample-wise differential pulse-code modulation (DPCM)
[8–10] was developed for lossless intra prediction, which
considers that a sample immediately neighboring the
sample to be predicted is typically a better predictor than
a sample in a neighboring block several samples farther
away. As a result, sample-wise DPCM was veriﬁed to
provide better compression performance without major
increment of computational complexity and was subsequently adopted as a part of the new draft amendment for
the H.264/AVC standard [11].
The H.264/AVC standard employs two entropy coders:
context-based adaptive variable length coder (CAVLC)
[12], [13] and context-based adaptive binary arithmetic
coder (CABAC) [14]. Although CAVLC is supported for all
proﬁles in H.264/AVC, the main target of CAVLC is the
baseline proﬁle of which the applications include videoconferencing, wireless communications, and video-telephony. CABAC is supported for the Main proﬁle and High
proﬁle of which the applications include videoconferencing, television broadcasting, and video storage.
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Both entropy coding methods were designed to be
adapted to the statistical characteristics of residual errors
which are quantized transform coefﬁcients. However, in
lossless coding, residual errors are the differential pixel
values between the original and the predicted pixel values
without transform and quantization. Hence, the statistical
characteristics of residual data from lossy and lossless
video coding are quite different. Thus, the conventional
entropy coding methods in H.264/AVC cannot provide the
best coding performance for lossless video coding. Therefore, in this paper, we propose the improved entropy
methods for lossless video coding by modifying the
conventional entropy coders in H.264/AVC.
Fig. 1 shows the syntax elements employed in both
CAVLC and CABAC for a macroblock (MB); here, the gray
shaded syntax elements are employed to encode residual
data in the MB [15]. In order to reﬂect the statistical
characteristics of residual data, we modiﬁed the coding
scheme for the corresponding syntax elements. Note that
our research goal is to develop the entropy coding
methods, which can be easily applied to H.264/AVC
lossless video coding by modifying some semantics and
decoding processes, without adding any other syntax
elements to the H.264/AVC standard.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the
next Section, we will brieﬂy review the coding structure of
CAVLC and CABAC for residual data. In Section 3, we will
introduce an improved CAVLC and CABAC scheme for
lossless video coding. In Section 4, coding performance of

the proposed entropy coding schemes will be shown
and the paper will be completed with our conclusions
presented in Section 5.
2. Overview of entropy coding methods in H.264/AVC
In this section, we review the basic coding structure of
conventional CAVLC and CABAC in H.264/AVC. These
entropy coders are employed to encode residual data,
which are zigzag scanned and quantized transform
coefﬁcients for the 4  4 sub-block. Fig. 2 illustrates the
zigzag scan order for the sub-block.
2.1. Overview of CAVLC
CAVLC was originally designed to take advantage of
several characteristics of residual data in lossy coding: (1)
after transform and quantization, sub-blocks typically
contain many zeros, especially in high frequency regions;
(2) the level of the highest non-zero coefﬁcients tends to
be as small as one; and (3) the level of non-zero
coefﬁcients tends to be larger toward the low frequency
regions. Then, taking into consideration the above
characteristics, CAVLC employs several syntax elements
such as coeff_token, trailing_ones_sign_ﬂag, level_preﬁx,
level_sufﬁx, total_zeros, and run_before to encode residual
data efﬁciently.
The syntax element coeff_token encodes both the
number of non-zero coefﬁcients (numcoeff) and the
number of trailing ones (numtrailingones) in each subblock. A trailing one is one of up to three consecutive nonzero coefﬁcients having an absolute value equal to 1 at the
end of a scan. If there are more than three trailing ones,
only the last three 71 coefﬁcients are treated as trailing
ones, with any others being coded as normal coefﬁcients
in the level coding stage.
The four VLC tables used for encoding coeff_token
consist of three variable-length code tables (Num-VLC0,
Num-VLC1, and Num-VLC2) and one ﬁxed-length code

CAVLC

CABAC
Macroblock Header
coeff_token
coded_block_flag
trailing_ones_sign_flag
significant_coeff_flag
level_prefix
last_significant_coeff_flag
level_suffix
coeff_abs_level_minus1
total_zeros
coeff_sign_flag
run_before
Fig. 1. Syntax elements for a macroblock.
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table (FLC). Selection of the VLC table depends on the
predicted number of non-zero coefﬁcients (N) in the
previously coded upper and left sub-blocks as listed in
Table 1.
The syntax element, trailing_ones_sign_ﬂag, indicates
the sign information of each trailing one; sign information
is simply encoded by a one bit codeword in reverse order.
If sign information is positive ( + ), trailing_ones_sign_ﬂag is
equal to zero. Conversely, if sign information is negative
(  ), trailing_ones_sign_ﬂag is equal to one.
The level (sign and magnitude) of each remaining nonzero coefﬁcient in the sub-block is encoded in reverse
order, starting from the highest frequency and working
back toward the DC coefﬁcient. Each absolute level value
is encoded by a selected Lev-VLC table from seven Lev-VLC
tables, with selection of the Lev-VLC table based on the
magnitude of each recently encoded level. The sign
information is encoded in the same way as in Step 2.
Choice of the Lev-VLC table is adapted as follows:
1) If (numcoeff410 && numtrailingones= = 3)
Initialize Lev-VLC1.
Else,
Initialize Lev-VLC0.
2) Encode the last scanned absolute level.
3) Encode the sign of the non-zero coefﬁcient.
4) If the magnitude of the current encoded coefﬁcient is
larger than a predeﬁned threshold value in Table 2,
increment Lev–VLC table.
After the encoding process for level information, we
should encode the total number of zeros and the position
of each zero in the sub-block. For this reason, CAVLC
employs two syntax elements, total_zeros and run_before.
The syntax element, total_zeros, indicates the total
number of zero coefﬁcients located before the last nonzero coefﬁcient. After encoding total_zeros, the position of
each zero coefﬁcient is encoded. The syntax element,
run_before, indicates the number of consecutive zero
coefﬁcients between the non-zero coefﬁcients and is
Table 1
Choice of VLC table.
N

VLC table

0, 1
2, 3
4, 5, 6, 7
8 or above

Num-VLC0
Num-VLC1
Num-VLC2
FLC

Table 2
Threshold values for ‘Lev-VLC’ table.
VLC table for level coding

Threshold value

Lev-VLC0
Lev-VLC1
Lev-VLC2
Lev-VLC3
Lev-VLC4
Lev-VLC5
Lev-VLC6

0
3
6
12
24
48
448
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encoded in reverse order. Note that zerosleft indicates
the number of zeros that have not yet been encoded. The
syntax element run_before is encoded using the VLC table
which is chosen depending on zerosleft and run_before,
starting with the highest frequency.
2.2. Overview of CABAC
CABAC consists of three main coding procedures: (1)
selecting probability models for each syntax element
according to the context of element; (2) adapting
probability estimates based on local statistical characteristics; and (3) using arithmetic coding rather than
variable-length coding. Considering these properties,
CABAC employs syntax elements such as coded_block_ﬂag,
signiﬁcant_coeff_ﬂag, last_signiﬁcant_coeff_ﬂag, coeff_abs_
level_minus1, and coeff_ sign_ ﬂag for residual data in a
sub-block. The encoding structure of CABAC for the subblock using the given syntax elements is represented in
Fig. 3.
For the sub-block, one bit symbol called coded_block_
ﬂag is transmitted, indicating the existence of coefﬁcients
in the current sub-block. If coded_block_ﬂag indicates no
coefﬁcients, processing for the current sub-block can be
stopped here. If coded_block_ﬂag indicates the existence of
coefﬁcients, signiﬁcance map and level information are
encoded sequentially.
The signiﬁcance map indicates the location (scanning
position) of signiﬁcant (non-zero) coefﬁcients. In signiﬁcance map coding, a binary symbol for each coefﬁcient is
transmitted along the scanning position, indicating
Coded Block Flag
Encode coded_block_flag;
No

Coded Block Flag==1
Yes
Significance Map
for(i=0; i<MaxNumCoeff(BlockType)-1; i++)
{
Encode significant_coeff_flag[i];
if (significant_coeff_flag[i])
Encode last_significant_coeff_flag[i];
if (last_significant_coeff_flag[i])
return;
}
Level Information
for(i=MaxNumCoeff(BlockType)-1; i>=0; i--)
{
if (significant_coeff_flag[i])
{
Encode coeff_abs_level_minus1[i];
Encode coeff_sign_flag[i];
}
}

END
Fig. 3. Encoding structure of CABAC for residual coding.
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2.3. Analysis of the statistical characteristics of residual data
in lossless coding
In lossy coding, residual errors are quantized transform
coefﬁcients. Hence, the probability distribution of nonzero coefﬁcients is likely to decrease as the scanning
position increases. Moreover, the absolute value of a nonzero coefﬁcient tends to decrease as the scanning position
increases. Hence, when it comes to CAVLC, the occurrence
probability of a trailing one is relatively high.
In lossless coding, residual errors are not quantized
transform coefﬁcients, but the differential pixel values
between the original and predicted pixel values. The
statistical characteristics of residual errors in lossless
coding are as follows. First, the probability distribution of
non-zero coefﬁcients is independent of the scanning
position and the number of non-zero coefﬁcients is
generally large compared to those in lossy coding. Second,
the absolute value of a non-zero coefﬁcient does not
decrease as the scanning position increases and it is
independent of the scanning position. Finally, the occurrence probability of a trailing one is not so high. Therefore,
the trailing one does not need to be treated as a special
case of encoding in CAVLC scheme.
In Fig. 4, we show the probability distribution of nonzero coefﬁcients according to the scanning position. As
mentioned earlier, a signiﬁcant difference can be seen in
the statistical characteristics between residual data of
lossy and lossless coding. We also represent the statistical
characteristics of absolute level value (abs_level), which
depends on quantization parameter (QP) in Fig. 5.
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value which is subtracted by one is coded because zero
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coding. The sign is encoded using the bypass coding mode
of the arithmetic coding engine.
For a successful application of context modeling and
adaptive arithmetic coding, CABAC adopts binarization
scheme to convert non-binary syntax element to the
unique intermediate binary codeword for a given syntax
element. Hence, the non-binary absolute values are
converted into the binary string by so-called unary/0-th
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Table 3 represents the occurrence probability distribution of trailing ones according to QP. In lossless coding,
the occurrence probability of trailing ones turns out to be
relatively lower than that of lossy coding.
Therefore, in order to more accurately reﬂect the above
mentioned statistical characteristics of residual data, we
propose more efﬁcient entropy coding schemes for lossless video coding by modifying the conventional CAVLC
and CABAC schemes.
3. Proposed entropy coding scheme in H.264/AVC
In this section, by considering statistical differences in
residual data between lossy and lossless coding, we
introduce an improved CAVLC and CABAC scheme for
lossless video coding, respectively.
3.1. Proposed CAVLC scheme in H.264/AVC
Based on Section II-C, we propose a new CAVLC
scheme. The coding procedure of the proposed CAVLC
can be summarized by the following steps:
Step 1: Encode the total number of non-zero coefﬁcients.
Step 2: Encode the level of all non-zero coefﬁcients.
Step 3: Encode the number of all zeros before the last
non-zero coefﬁcient.
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Step 4: Encode the number of consecutive zeros
preceding each non-zero coefﬁcient.
3.1.1. Coding the number of non-zero coefﬁcients
First, we encode the number of non-zero coefﬁcients
(numcoeff) where we do not consider the number of
trailing ones (numtrailingones) because the occurrence
probability of trailing one turns out to be low as shown in
Table 3. In the conventional CAVLC scheme, the corresponding VLC table is selected based on the predicted
numcoeff. If the predicted numcoeff is larger than seven,
the FLC (ﬁxed length code) table is selected. Especially, in
lossless coding, the FLC table is most frequently selected.
From extensive experiments on various test sequences,
we observed that the probability of the selection was
about 95%. Hence, we determined to remove three VLC
tables (Num-VLC0, Num-VLC1, and Num-VLC2). Thus, we
do not need to consider the process for predicting
numcoeff.
The FLC table assigns ﬁxed four-bit codewords for
numcoeff and ﬁxed two-bit codewords for numtrailingones,
respectively. Since we do not consider the syntax element
numtrailingones, only numcoeff is considered. Hence,
instead of the FLC table, which assigns ﬁxed four-bit
codewords for all numcoeffs, we newly designed a simple
but effective VLC table for lossless coding.
Fig. 6 shows the cumulative probability distribution of
the number of non-zero coefﬁcients in the sub-block.
A signiﬁcant difference can be seen in the statistical
Table 3
Occurrence probability distribution of trailing ones.
QP sequence

Lossless

12

24

36

News
Container
Foreman
Silent
Paris
Mobile
Tempete

0.37191
0.33727
0.25977
0.22807
0.27110
0.21069
0.22740

0.81606
0.79991
0.79466
0.84511
0.78710
0.69623
0.78424

0.88247
0.90053
0.91170
0.92457
0.87534
0.85662
0.88612

0.94582
0.94346
0.95854
0.95595
0.93326
0.92677
0.94493
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characteristics of the number of non-zero coefﬁcients
between lossy and lossless coding. In lossless coding, the
probability of the number of non-zero coefﬁcients turns
out to be very low when the number of non-zero
coefﬁcients is small. However, the probability of the
number of non-zero coefﬁcients drastically increases as
the number of non-zero coefﬁcients increases, especially
the number of non-zero coefﬁcients from 13 to 16.
In our proposed VLC table, ﬁrst, we assign four-bit and
two-bit codewords to numcoeff from 1 to 12 and 13 to 16,
respectively. In order to enhance the coding performance,
we assign the different codewords to numcoeff from 1 to
12 according to the statistics of numcoeff instead of
assigning four-bit codewords uniformly. Thus, we use the
phased-in code [16] which is a slight extension of ﬁxed
length code (FLC). The phased-in code consists of codewords with two different lengths. Therefore, we assign
four-bit and three-bit codewords to numcoeff from 1 to 9
and 10 to 12, respectively. In order to avoid ambiguity at
the decoder, we inserted a check bit into the preﬁx of each
codeword; details regarding the codewords are further
described in Table 4.

3.1.2. Level coding
In level coding, the absolute level value of each nonzero coefﬁcient (abs_level) is adaptively encoded by a
selected Lev-VLC table in reverse scanning order. As
previously mentioned, selection of the VLC table for level
coding is based on the expectation that abs_level is likely
to increase at low frequencies. Hence, selection of the VLC
table is monotonically increased according to the previously encoded abs_level. However, abs_level in lossless
coding is independent of the scanning position, as shown
in Fig. 7. Thus, we designed an adaptive method for LevVLC table selection that can decrease or increase according
to the previously encoded abs_level.
CAVLC typically determines the smallest Lev-VLC table
in a range of possible Lev-VLC tables based on the
assumption that the next abs_level is likely to be larger
than the current abs_level. However, in lossless coding, the
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Fig. 6. Cumulative probability distribution of non-zero distribution of average absolute level value (‘Tempete’).
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Table 4
Codeword table for ‘numcoeff’.
numcoeff

Table 5
Prediction value of ‘abs_level’ for ‘Lev-VLC’ table.

Codeword

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Check bit

Bits for numcoeff

Codeword length

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0

1111
1110
1101
1100
1011
1010
1001
1000
0111
0110
010
001
000
00
01
10
11

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
4
4
3
3
3
3

VLC table for level coding

Prediction value of abs_level

Lev-VLC0
Lev-VLC1
Lev-VLC2
Lev-VLC3
Lev-VLC4
Lev-VLC5
Lev-VLC6

0
2
4
9
19
39
439

because the last scanned abs_level represents the highest
frequency coefﬁcient in lossy coding, and it tends to be
small; however, in lossless coding the last scanned
abs_level is not small enough to use Lev-VLC0 or Lev-VLC1.
We have observed that the average value of the last
scanned abs_level in the sub-block is approximately 10.70
in lossless coding. Based on this value, we accordingly
adjusted the initial Lev-VLC table for level coding in
lossless coding. The modiﬁed Lev-VLC table selection
method is as follows:
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Fig. 7. Distribution of average absolute level value (‘Tempete’).

next abs_level does not necessarily increase at lower
frequencies. Hence, we cannot assume that the next
abs_level is larger than the current abs_level. Therefore,
Lev-VLC table for each abs_level should be selected by
considering the previously encoded abs_levels.
In order to determine an appropriate Lev-VLC table, we
assign the weighing factors to the previously encoded
abs_levels. The basic idea is that abs_level can be
approximated as a weighting combination of the previously encoded abs_levels. The estimation procedure of
abs_level is as follows. If the current abs_level position is
larger than lastcoeff–2, abs_level is calculated by an
average method. Here, lastcoeff means the position of
the last scanned abs_level. Otherwise, abs_level is calculated by using weighting factors. We assign the weighting
values to the average value of the previously encoded all
abs_levels and current abs_level by factors of 2/3 and 1/3,
respectively. In Table 5, we represent the Lev-VLC table for
level coding according to the prediction value of abs_level.
In Fig. 7, we can observe that the last scanned abs_level
is quite different between lossy and lossless coding. In
level coding, encoding starts with Lev-VLC0 or Lev-VLC1

Level coding starts with Lev-VLC4.
Encode the last scanned abs_level.
Encode the sign of the non-zero coefﬁcient.
Update Lev-VLC table by considering previously encoded abs_levels.

3.2. Proposed CABAC scheme in H.264/AVC
For each block, we do not use the syntax element,
coded_block_ﬂag, because the probability that all coefﬁcients in a sub-block become zero is very low, which is
about 0.1% in lossless coding. Hence, instead of sending
coded_block_ﬂag, we encode all-zero values in the signiﬁcance map coding part. We also modiﬁed the coded
block ﬂag coding, signiﬁcance map coding, and level
information coding.
3.2.1. Signiﬁcance map coding
The signiﬁcance map indicating the location of a
signiﬁcant coefﬁcient is encoded by sending two syntax
elements such as signiﬁcant_coeff_ﬂag and last_signiﬁcant_coeff_ﬂag. In lossless coding, the probability distribution of the existence of a signiﬁcant coefﬁcient is uniform
according to the scanning position because residual errors
are differential pixel values between the original and the
predicted pixel values without transform and quantization.
Hence, signiﬁcance map coding is likely to be terminated at
the end of the scanning position. Therefore, instead of
using signiﬁcant_coeff_ﬂag and last_signiﬁcant_coeff_ﬂag
together, we directly encode signiﬁcant_coeff_ﬂag for all
the scanning positions.
3.2.2. Level coding
For level coding, UEG0 binarization with the cut-off
value S = 14 was determined experimentally for the
binarization process [14]. In our research, as shown in
Fig. 5, we have found that the statistical characteristics of
abs_level in lossless coding are quite different from those
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in lossy coding. For easy compatibility with the existing
binarization process, we derive the same UEG0 binarization but with different parameter to provide a better ﬁt to
the actual statistical characteristics of abs_level. Hence, we
change the cut-off values for the unary preﬁx code
because the statistics of abs_level can be simply controlled
by the cut-off value [14].
Theoretically, the optimal cut-off value for the unary
preﬁx code should be designed adaptively according to
the statistical characteristics of abs_level. However, the
adaptive binarization scheme requires much computational complexity and it is also far from our research goal
to design an efﬁcient and easily compatible with the
H.264/AVC standard. In this research, we found that the
overall coding performance has been improved as increase the cut-off value by 2BitDepth, which is maximal cutoff value because abs_level in lossless mode is absolute
magnitude of temporally or spatially predicted residuals.
Therefore, we adopted UEG0 binarization with a cut-off
value of 2BitDepth for the binarization process.

3.2.3. Simpliﬁed context modeling
The entity of probability models used in CABAC can be
arranged in a linear fashion such that each model can be
identiﬁed by the unique so-called context index. Hence,
the context index (g) for a syntax element S (signiﬁcant_
coeff_ﬂag and coefﬁcient_abs_level_minus1) for residual
data is given by

g ¼ GS þ DS ðctx_catÞ þ wS

ð1Þ

where GS denotes the context index offset deﬁned as the
lower value of the context range of a syntax element S,
DS ðctx_catÞ denotes the context category dependent offset
which depends on the block type, and wS denotes the
context index increment of a given syntax element S. The
context index offset and the context category dependent
offset are determined by the corresponding syntax
element and the block type, respectively. In Table 6, we
represent the block types with the associated context
categories [14].
The context index increment,wS , is designed to adapt to
the statistical characteristics of residual errors which are
quantized transform coefﬁcients. Speciﬁcally, the context
index increment is employed for the syntax elements,
such as signiﬁcant_coeff_ﬂag, last_signiﬁcant_coeff_ﬂag, and
coeff_abs_level_minus1 to reﬂect the statistical difference
according to each scanning position.
Table 6
Block types with the associated context categories.
Block type

DS ðctx_catÞ

Luma DC block for Intra 16  16
Luma AC block for Intra 16  16
Luma block for Intra 4  4
U-Chroma DC block for Intra
V-Chroma DC block for Intra
U-Chroma AC block for Intra
V-Chroma AC block for Intra
Luma block for Intra 8  8

0
1
2
3
4
5
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In lossless coding, the statistics of residual samples do
not follow the statistics of quantized transform coefﬁcients in lossy coding. Hence, we do not apply the context
increment for the syntax elements; signiﬁcant_coeff_ﬂag
and coeff_abs_level_minus1. Therefore, the unique context
index (g) for the syntax element S from residual data is
simply given by

g ¼ GS þ DS ðctx_catÞ

ð2Þ

The context index offset (GS ) and the context category dependent offset (DS ) are determined according
to the corresponding syntax element and the block type,
respectively (Table 7).
We would like to discuss scanning patterns for lossless
coding. In lossy coding, the coding performance highly
depends on various scanning patterns because the
residual data is quantized transform coefﬁcients and the
statistical distribution of residual data is highly skewed on
small level values as depicted in Figs. 4–6. Hence, if we
ﬁnd a proper scanning pattern, we can enhance the coding
performance by arranging residual data according to their
amplitude levels. However, in lossless coding, the amplitude distribution of the residual signal is quite wide and
also shown to be independent of the scanning position as
depicted in Figs. 4–6. Therefore, theoretically, there is no
scanning order, which can provide even better coding
performance and we have also conﬁrmed the fact by
performing extensive experiments by using various scanning patterns including zigzag scanning order. As a result,
in the proposed lossless coding method including our
recent research works [17, 18], we have used the raster
scanning pattern, instead of the zigzag scanning pattern.
4. Experimental results and analysis
In this paper, the improved entropy coding schemes for
lossless video coding have been presented. To verify the
efﬁciency of the proposed methods, experiments were
performed on various test sequences with QCIF, CIF, 4CIF,
and HD resolutions. We implemented our proposed
method in the H.264 reference software [19]. Table 8
Table 7
Context index for syntax elements between CABAC and the proposed
method.
Syntax element (S)

CABAC

Proposed

coded_block_ﬂag
signiﬁcant_coeff_ﬂag
last_signiﬁcant_coeff_ﬂag
coeff_abs_level_minus1

GS þ wS
GS þ DS ðctx_catÞ þ wS
GS þ DS ðctx_catÞ þ wS
GS þ DS ðctx_catÞ þ wS

–

GS þ DS ðctx_catÞ
–

GS þ DS ðctx_catÞ

Table 8
Encoding parameters.
Parameter

CAVLC

CABAC

ProﬁleIDC
QPISlice
QPPrimeYZeroTransformBypassFlag
SymbolMode

244 (High 4:4:4)
0 (lossless)
1
0 (CAVLC)

1 (CABAC)
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shows the encoding parameters for the reference
software.
Note that both the proposed CAVLC and CABAC
schemes were applied to H.264/AVC lossless video coding
by modifying the semantics and decoding processes,
without requiring any syntax elements be added to the
H.264/AVC standard. In the ﬁrst experiment, we compared coding performance of CAVLC and our proposed
CAVLC scheme and then compared coding performance of
CABAC and our proposed CABAC scheme. In the second
experiment, we compared well-known lossless coding
techniques, lossless joint photographic experts group
(JPEG-LS) [20, 21] with our proposed methods. In the
second experiment, we encoded only one frame under the
lossless coding mode. Each comparison was made in
terms of compression ratio differences and the percentage

rate differences with respect to each H.264 entropy
coding method. The changes are calculated using
Compression ratio ¼

DSaving bitsð%Þ ¼

Original image size
,
Bitrateproposed

ð3Þ

Bitrateoriginal Bitrateproposed
100:
Bitrateoriginal

ð4Þ

From Tables 9–12, we represent the experimental
results for the proposed CAVLC and CABAC schemes. From
the experiments, we can conﬁrm that the proposed CAVLC
and CABAC schemes provide better coding performance
compared to the conventional CAVLC and CABAC
schemes—by approximately 4% and 13% in lossless
video coding, respectively. In addition, the proposed

Table 9
Comparison of the compression ratio for H.264 intra lossless coding with CAVLC.
Image

Method

Total coding bits

Compression ratio

Saving bits (%)

Foreman (QCIF, 300 frames)

H.264/AVC (CAVLC)
Proposed CAVLC
H.264/AVC (CAVLC)
Proposed CAVLC
H.264/AVC (CAVLC)
Proposed CAVLC
H.264/AVC (CAVLC)
Proposed CAVLC
H.264/AVC (CAVLC)
Proposed CAVLC
H.264/AVC (CAVLC)
Proposed CAVLC
H.264/AVC (CAVLC)
Proposed CAVLC
H.264/AVC (CAVLC)
Proposed CAVLC
H.264/AVC (CAVLC)
Proposed CAVLC

41638656
38306832
29793808
26613808
155829888
141531684
224186128
193960504
224780488
213264144
222122974
209553766
1022863486
928062062
955722846
866436854

2.1912
2.3818
1.5312
1.7142
2.3420
2.5786
1.6279
1.8816
2.1648
2.2817
2.1907
2.3221
2.4327
2.6812
2.6036
2.8719
2.1355
2.3391

0
8.002
0
10.673
0
9.176
0
13.482
0
5.123
0
5.659
0
9.268
0
9.342
0
8.841

Mobile (QCIF, 150 frames)
Foreman (CIF, 300 frames)
Mobile (CIF, 300 frames)
City (4CIF, 100 frames)
Harbour (4CIF, 100 frames)
Blue sky (HD, 100 frames)
Sunﬂower (HD, 100 frames)
Average

Table 10
Comparison of the compression ratio for H.264 inter lossless coding with CAVLC.
Image

Method

Total coding bits

Compression ratio

Saving bits (%)

Foreman (QCIF, 300 frames)

H.264/AVC (CAVLC)
Proposed CAVLC
H.264/AVC (CAVLC)
Proposed CAVLC
H.264/AVC (CAVLC)
Proposed CAVLC
H.264/AVC (CAVLC)
Proposed CAVLC
H.264/AVC (CAVLC)
Proposed CAVLC
H.264/AVC (CAVLC)
Proposed CAVLC
H.264/AVC (CAVLC)
Proposed CAVLC
H.264/AVC (CAVLC)
Proposed CAVLC
H.264/AVC (CAVLC)
Proposed CAVLC

29239328
28131348
23024882
21406410
118599246
114509616
165077620
154641356
209031660
199681890
216653962
209833894
886122290
855445544
854710954
835062756

3.1204
3.2433
1.9813
2.1311
3.0772
3.1871
2.2108
2.3600
2.3279
2.4369
2.2460
2.3190
2.8081
2.9088
2.9113
2.9798
2.5854
2.6958

0
3.789
0
7.029
0
3.448
0
6.322
0
4.473
0
3.148
0
3.462
0
2.299
0
4.246

Mobile (QCIF, 150 frames)
Foreman (CIF, 300 frames)
Mobile (CIF, 300 frames)
City (4CIF, 100 frames)
Harbour (4CIF, 100 frames)
Blue sky (HD, 100 frames)
Sunﬂower (HD, 100 frames)
Average
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Table 11
Comparison of the compression ratio for H.264 intra lossless coding with CABAC.
Image

Method

Total coding bits

Compression ratio

Saving bits (%)

Foreman (QCIF, 300 frames)

H.264/AVC (CABAC)
Proposed CABAC
H.264/AVC (CABAC)
Proposed CABAC
H.264/AVC (CABAC)
Proposed CABAC
H.264/AVC (CABAC)
Proposed CABAC
H.264/AVC (CABAC)
Proposed CABAC
H.264/AVC (CABAC)
Proposed CABAC
H.264/AVC (CABAC)
Proposed CABAC
H.264/AVC (CABAC)
Proposed CABAC
H.264/AVC (CABAC)
Proposed CABAC

37832288
35679256
27472744
24873016
142043336
135389848
205852480
186415008
213746712
204837880
219859704
211104336
745322792
707020896
667196856
645106224

2.4116
2.5572
1.6605
1.8340
2.5693
2.6955
1.7728
1.9577
2.2765
2.3755
2.2132
2.3050
3.3385
3.5194
3.7295
3.8572
2.4964
2.6376

0
5.691
0
9.462
0
4.684
0
9.442
0
4.167
0
3.982
0
5.138
0
3.310
0
5.734

Mobile (QCIF, 150 frames)
Foreman (CIF, 300 frames)
Mobile (CIF, 300 frames)
City (4CIF, 100 frames)
Harbour (4CIF, 100 frames)
Blue sky (HD, 100 frames)
Sunﬂower (HD, 100 frames)
Average

Table 12
Comparison of the compression ratio for H.264 inter lossless coding with CABAC.
Image

Method

Total coding bits

Compression ratio

Saving bits (%)

Foreman (QCIF, 300 frames)

H.264/AVC (CABAC)
Proposed CABAC
H.264/AVC (CABAC)
Proposed CABAC
H.264/AVC (CABAC)
Proposed CABAC
H.264/AVC (CABAC)
Proposed CABAC
H.264/AVC (CABAC)
Proposed CABAC
H.264/AVC (CABAC)
Proposed CABAC
H.264/AVC (CABAC)
Proposed CABAC
H.264/AVC (CABAC)
Proposed CABAC
H.264/AVC (CABAC)
Proposed CABAC

27725464
24120456
20781128
16326120
116169784
101915112
158166128
125669728
197330064
167682560
210637424
187018888
642879600
582279224
626148256
585767904

3.2907
3.7826
2.1952
2.7942
3.1415
3.5809
2.3074
2.9040
2.4659
2.9019
2.3101
2.6019
3.8705
4.2734
3.9740
4.2479
2.9444
3.3858

0
13.002
0
21.437
0
12.270
0
20.545
0
15.024
0
11.212
0
9.426
0
6.449
0
13.670

Mobile (QCIF, 150 frames)
Foreman (CIF, 300 frames)
Mobile (CIF, 300 frames)
City (4CIF, 100 frames)
Harbour (4CIF, 100 frames)
Blue sky (HD, 100 frames)
Sunﬂower (HD, 100 frames)
Average

Table 13
Comparison of compression ratio for JPEG-LS, proposed CAVLC, and proposed CABAC.
Image

Original image size (bits)

Method

Foreman (QCIF, 1 frame)

304128

JPEG-LS
Proposed
Proposed
JPEG-LS
Proposed
Proposed
JPEG-LS
Proposed
Proposed
JPEG-LS
Proposed
Proposed
JPEG-LS
Proposed
Proposed

Mobile (QCIF, 1 frame)

Paris (CIF, 1 frame)

Tempete (CIF, 1 frame)

City_corr (1280  720, 1 frame)

304128

1216512

1216512

11059200

Total coding bits (bits)

CAVLC
CABAC
CAVLC
CABAC
CAVLC
CABAC
CAVLC
CABAC
CAVLC
CABAC

174560
129120
115336
228564
167544
160392
702920
538000
498160
765624
584496
559632
6123156
4848536
4622608

Compression ratio
1.7423
2.3554
2.6368
1.3306
1.8152
1.8961
1.7307
2.2612
2.4420
1.5889
2.0813
2.1738
1.8061
2.2809
2.3924
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Table 13 (continued )
Image

Original image size (bits)

Method

Night (1280  720, 1 frame)

11059200

JPEG-LS
Proposed
Proposed
JPEG-LS
Proposed
Proposed
JPEG-LS
Proposed
Proposed
JPEG-LS
Proposed
Proposed

Parkrun (1920  1080, 1 frame)

Crowdrun (1920  1080, 1 frame)

24883200

24883200

Average

CAVLC and CABAC schemes provide better coding performance compared to JPEG-LS (Table 13).
5. Conclusions
In this paper, we propose an improved context-based
adaptive variable length coder (CAVLC) and context-based
adaptive binary arithmetic coder (CABAC) for lossless video
coding, based on the traditional CAVLC and CABAC schemes.
By considering the statistical differences in residual data
between lossy and lossless coding, we designed each new
entropy coder by modifying the corresponding encoding
parts of each conventional entropy coder. Experimental
results show that the proposed methods provide approximately 4% and 13% bit savings, when compared to coding
performance of CAVLC and CABAC in the current H.264/AVC
FRExt high proﬁle, respectively.
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